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Weconsider theproblemofdecidingwhetherafine-grainedaccess controlpolicy for treeup-
dates allows a particular document to be constructed. This problem arises from a number of
natural questions related to document security, authenticity, and verifiability. Fine-grained
access control is the problem of specifying the set of operations that may be performed on a
complex structure. For tree-structured databases and documents, particularly XML, a rule-
based approach is most common. In this model, access control policies consist of rules that
select the allowed or disallowed targets of queries or updates based on their hierarchical
relationships to other nodes.
We show that, for a typical form of rule-based fine-grained access control policies based
on a simple fragment of XPath, this problem is undecidable. We also prove lower bounds on
the complexity of various restrictions of this problem, and demonstrate deterministic and
nondeterministic polynomial-time algorithms for two restrictions in particular.
These results show that, for sufficiently complex access control languages, certain forms
of analysis are verydifficult or even impossible, limiting theability toverifydocuments, audit
existing policies, and evaluate new policies. Thus rule-based access control policies based
on XPath are, in some sense, too powerful, demonstrating the need for a model of access
control of tree updates that bridges the gap between expressive and analyzable policies.
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Motivation and related work
In the past few years the topic of fine-grained access control (FGAC) for hierarchical structures has been heavily studied,
particularly in the context of Extensible Markup Language (XML) [1] documents. The problem is to specify and enforce an
access control policy that determines which portions of a document or documents may be queried ormodified by particular
users.
A rule-based approach is prevalent in the literature [2–5]: in this model, an access control policy comprises a collection
of rules. Each rule permits or denies a user, group, or role (the subject) to use a particular kind of operation on certain parts
of the document (the object). Objects are typically nodes or subtrees of the document, specified with a language of path
expressions, usually XPath [6] or some fragment thereof [7,8].
While most of the early research on FGAC for XML focused on query operations [2,3,9], there has more recently been
work in applying FGAC to update operations [10–13]. Three problems have been particularly well-studied: specifying and
formalizing the semantics of FGAC policies [4,5,13,14]; safely and efficiently enforcing these policies [2,9,12,15,16]; ana-
lyzing policies for consistency [17,18]. We consider another problem, also related to the analysis of policies: to determine
a posteriori whether a document could have been constructed under a given access control policy. This is related to the
problem of determining whether a FGAC policy preserves document schemas [19].
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This problem, which we call PGen, is motivated by a number of database administration and collaborative editing sce-
narios. For example, an administrator might wish to audit a document by verifying that it was (or at least could have been)
created under an existing policy; this is particularly important when logs of previous operations are missing or unavailable.
Another application is to evaluate a proposed policy change, by verifying that existing documents could be reconstructed
under the policy. Finally, an algorithm for PGen would allow administrators to verify that particular undesirable docu-
ment states are disallowed: that is, that the policy does not generate particular trees. Therefore this problem has important
implications for document security, verifiability, and provenance.
In Section 2 we provide a definition of fine-grained access control policies, of the problem PGen, and of a number
of restricted subproblems; and present a summary of our complexity results (Fig. 1). Section 3 presents algorithms, one
polynomial-time and one nondeterministic polynomial-time, for two subproblems; as well as a result (Section 3.3) allowing
these algorithms to be extended to two more subproblems. Section 4.1 addresses two subproblems, which we show to be
NP-hard and PSpace-hard respectively. Finally, in Section 5 we address the full problem PGen and show by reduction from
the halting problem that it is undecidable.We furthermore showhow this reductionmay be altered to prove one subproblem
of PGen undecidable (Section 5.5) and another PSpace-hard (Section 5.6).
2. Definitions
We begin with a collection of definitions. We use the term “tree” to refer to a rooted unordered tree, with nodes bearing
labels from some set L. We use T∅ to represent the empty tree, containing no nodes.
Definition 1. An operation on a tree T is a tuple having the form (insert, μ, ), (rename, ν, ), or (delete, ν), where ν is
a node of T , μ is either ε (the empty string) or a node of T , and  is a label from L. The second member of an operation (μ
or ν) is called its target.
Definition 2. The result O(T) of an operation O on tree T is:
• If O = (insert, ν, ), the tree obtained from T by adding a single additional node labelled  as a child of ν .
• If O = (insert, ε, ) and T is empty, the tree with a single node labelled .
• If O = (insert, ε, ) and T is not empty, T .
• If O = (rename, ν, ), the tree obtained from T by changing ν ’s label to .
• If O = (delete, ν), the tree obtained by removing the subtree rooted at ν .
The result of a sequence of operations 〈o1, . . . , on〉 on a tree T is the tree on(on−1(· · · o1(T) · · · )).
Remark 1. Our operations are loosely based on those of XUpdate [20]. The rename and delete operations are unchanged
from their counterparts in XUpdate. Insert serves as an order-insensitive version of the XUpdate operations InsertBefore,
InsertAfter, and Append. Furthermore, unlike in XUpdate, insert adds only a single node at a time; more complicated
insertions can be accomplished by a sequence of operations. We do not include an replace operation, as its effects can be
duplicated by a sequence of insert and delete operations.
Rules in FGAC policies identify potential targets of operations by means of path expressions. Typically, path expressions
are expressed in XPath [6] or some XPath fragment such as Core XPath or XPattern [21]. Our rules will use the XP{[],∗,//}
fragment of XPath, containing predicates, path expressions, and the child and descendant axes. This fragment of XPath has
been particularly well studied [7,8]. We omit a full definition of XP{[],∗,//}; this may be found in [7]; formal semantics of
XPath, including this fragment, may also be found in the literature [21,22].
Briefly, a path expression consists of a sequence of location steps that select nodes along the path from the root to the
target according to their labels. If a location step is preceded by /, it selects (appropriately-labelled) children of the preceding
node; if preceded by //, it selects descendants of that node. The pseudo-label ∗, a new symbol not present in L, may be
used to match a node with any label. A location step may be followed by a number of predicates, each a path expression
surrounded by square brackets []; the location step selects a node only if each predicate selects some descendant of that
node. Some examples:
• /∗ selects the root node, regardless of its label.
• //m selects every node labelledm.
• /w/x//y selects every y descendant of an x child of the root w node.
• //x[∗/q]/z selects every z node that is the child of some x node that has a grandchild q.
Remark 2. Gottlob et al. [21] showed that queries in a larger XPath fragment, CoreXPath, can be evaluated in timeO (|E| |T|),
where E is the query and T the tree. XP{[],∗,//} is equivalent to the subset of Core XPath containing only the parent and
descendant axes, and only the and boolean operator on predicates. Therefore, for a path expression E ∈ XP{[],∗,//}, we may
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compute the set of nodes E(T) selected by E on the tree T in polynomial time. Some of our subsequent proofs will make use
of this complexity result.
Definition 3. An access control rule over the set L of labels is a tuple with the form (s, insert, P, L), (s, delete, P), or
(s, rename, P, L), where: s is either + or −; P is a path expression over L, possibly the empty path expression ε; and
L ∈ L ∪ {∗}.
A rule is positive if s is +; otherwise it is negative. A rule is simple if its path expression contains no predicates.
Definition 4. A rule Rmatches the operation O on tree T , written R ∼T O, if and only if one of the following holds:
• R = (s, insert, ε, L), O = (insert, ε, ), T is empty, and L is  or ∗;
• R = (s, insert, P, L), O = (insert, ν, ), ν ∈ P(T), and L is  or ∗;
• R = (s, rename, P, L), O = (rename, ν, ), ν ∈ P(T), and L is  or ∗; or
• R = (s, delete, P), O = (delete, ν), and ν ∈ P(T).
Definition 5. A positive rule Rwith path expression P is active on tree T if it matches some possible operation on T: that is,
if P(T) is not the empty set; or if T is the empty tree, P = ε, and R is an insert rule.
Definition 6. An access control policy is a finite set of access control rules over somefinite setL of labels. A policy is positive
if it contains only positive rules; simple if it contains only simple rules; delete-free if it contains no positive delete rules;
rename-free if it contains no positive rename rules; andmonotone if it is both delete-free and rename-free.
Definition 7. The policy P permits the operation O on tree T , written P 	T O, if there exists some positive rule R ∈ P such
that R ∼T O and there does not exist a negative rule R− ∈ P such that R− ∼T O.
Definition 8. If S = 〈o1, . . . , on〉 is a finite sequence of operations, we say that P permits S on tree T (P 	T S) if P 	Ti−1 oi
for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where T0 = T and Ti = oi(Ti−1).
Remark 3. Our model uses “deny overwrites” and “default deny” conflict resolution [4,5]: if an operation is matched by
both positive and negative rules, or is matched by no rule, it is not permitted.
Remark 4. Althoughwehavedefined the result of the operation (insert, ε, )onnon-empty trees (Definition2), Definition4
ensures that no rulewill evermatch such an operation on such a tree. Hence every permitted insert operation adds precisely
one node to the tree, a fact that will be important later.
Remark 5. In order to facilitate analysis of FGAC rules and policies, we have made some simplifying assumptions. First,
we disregard subjects in our model of policies. Even when multiple users are present, many important questions can be
expressed in terms of subject-less policies, either by considering only rules governing a particular subject, or by considering
all rules regardless of subject. Secondly, we treat documents and databases as unordered trees, whereas the children of an
XML node are ordered. Our results may be easily extended to policies containing multiple subjects, and to ordered trees.
With these preliminary definitions out of the way, we may now formally define the problem PGen.
Definition 9. The language LT (P) generated by a policy P from the set T of trees is the set of trees T such that there exists
a sequence of operations S and a tree T0 ∈ T such that P 	T0 S and S(T0) = T . We write L (P) for L{T∅} (P), the language
of trees generated by P from the empty tree.
Definition 10. The problem PGen is: given a pair (P, T), where P is an access control policy and T is a tree, is T ∈ L (P)?
Fig. 1. Subproblems of PGen, complexities, and the sections in which they are considered.
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We can also define restricted forms of this problem. PGen+ is the restriction of PGen to positive policies; PGens the
restriction to simple policies; PGeni the restriction to monotone policies; PGeni,d the restriction to rename-free policies;
and PGeni,r the restriction to delete-free policies. These restrictionsmay be combined; for example PGen
i,d+s is the restriction
of PGen to simple, positive, rename-free policies. This gives us a 4 × 4 table of subproblems; we will show lower and/or
upper bounds on the complexity of each of these subproblems, as indicated in Fig. 1.
3. Sub-problems with NP algorithms
3.1. Positive monotone policies
Recall from Definition 6 that a monotone policy is one that is both delete-free and rename-free; that is, where every
positive rule specifies the insert operation. Since an insert operation adds exactly one node to the tree, any permitted
sequence that yields a tree T must consist of exactly |T| insert operations. This fact significantly limits the decision tree for
PGeni and PGeni+.
Our algorithm for PGeni+ (Algorithm 1) determines whether P generates T by attempting to construct T . In doing so, we
keep track of the current tree S and the set F of frontier nodes: those nodes of T which have not yet been inserted into S,
but whose parents have been.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for deciding PGeni+ (positive monotone policies)
Require: T is a tree over the set L of labels
Require: P is a positive monotone policy over L
1: S ← T∅ {the tree generated so far}
2: if T = T∅ then
3: return true
4: end if
5: F ← {root(T)} {the frontier nodes}
6: while F = ∅ do
7: found ← false
8: for all ν ∈ F do
9: π ← parent(ν), or ε if ν = root(T)
10: o ← (insert, π, label(ν))
11: if P 	 (o, S) then
12: F ← (F ∪ children(ν)) \ {ν}
13: S ← o(S)
14: found ← true
15: end if
16: end for
17: if found = false then
18: return false
19: end if
20: end while
21: return true
Lemma 1. In Algorithm 1, the following invariants hold when the condition of thewhile loop on line 6 is being evaluated:
1. nodes(S) ⊆ nodes(T);
2. for each non-root node μ ∈ T, if μ ∈ S then parent(μ) ∈ S;
3. F ⊆ nodes(T) \ nodes(S)
4. F consists precisely of those nodes μ ∈ nodes(T) \ nodes(S) such that either μ = root(T) or parent(μ) ∈ S.
Furthermore, in each iteration, S contains more nodes than in the previous iteration.
Proof. If T is empty, the algorithm terminates (line 3) before reaching line 6, vacuously satisfying the lemma. Suppose then
that T is not empty.
On entry to the while loop, S = T∅, satisfying invariants 1 and 2; and F contains the root node of T , satisfying invariants
3 and 4. Now suppose the invariants held on iteration i of the while loop and that F = ∅ (i.e., the loop will continue); we
wish to show that the invariants will hold on iteration i + 1.
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Since F = ∅, the for loop (lines 8–16) will execute at least once. Each time, it may modify S and F , by removing a node ν
from F , adding ν ’s children to F (line 12), and adding the node ν to S. Let Fi and Si be the values of F and S before these lines
are executed, and Fi+1 and Si+1 their values after these lines are executed.
• Because Si ⊆ nodes(T) (invariant 1) and the added node ν is in Fi ⊆ nodes(T) (invariant 3), nodes(Si+1) ⊆ nodes(T).
Hence invariant 1 is preserved.
• Either ν = root(T) or parent(ν) ∈ Si (invariant 4). If the former is true, invariant 2 continues to be satisfied, as no
non-root nodes have been added to S and no nodes removed. If instead parent(ν) ∈ Si, then parent(ν) ∈ Si+1, and
invariant 2 continues to be satisfied.
• The nodes added to Fi+1 are all children of ν ∈ Fi, which was not present in Si by invariant 3. By invariant 2, then, these
added nodes were not in Si and are thus not in Si+1. Furthermore, the single node ν that was added to S was removed
from F in line 12. Hence Fi+1 ∩ Si+1 is empty, and invariant 3 continues to be satisfied.• Each node in Fi+1 was either in Fi (hence having a parent in nodes(Si) ⊆ nodes(Si+1)), or is a child of ν ∈ Si+1, satisfying
the forward condition of invariant 4: every node in Fi+1 is the root of T or has a parent in S.
Conversely, supposeμ is a node in T \Si+1 such that parent(μ) ∈ Si+1 (μ cannot be the root because Si+1 is non-empty
and hence contains the root of T by invariant 2). Then either parent(μ) ∈ Si andμ = ν; or parent(μ) = ν . In the former
case, μ ∈ Fi, and since only ν was removed from F , μ ∈ Fi+1; in the latter, μ was added to F on line 12, so μ ∈ Fi+1.
Hence invariant 4 is satisfied.
Therefore each iteration of the for loop either leaves S and F unchanged or adds a single node to S and preserves the
invariants. Hence, if the invariants hold on iteration i of the while loop, they will continue to hold on iteration i + 1.
Furthermore, if no nodes were added to S, then found will be false and the algorithm will terminate (line 18). Hence we
furthermore have that, in each iteration, S is strictly larger than in the previous. 
Corollary 1. When the condition on line 6 is evaluated, F = ∅ if and only if S = T.
Proof. If S = T , then since F = nodes(T) \ nodes(S) by invariant 2, F = ∅.
Now suppose F = ∅. Then by invariant 4 of Lemma 1, there are no nodes in nodes(T) \ nodes(S) that are either the root
of T or have a parent in S. Hence root(T) ∈ S. Now let ν be a node of T , and let parent(ν) = π1, π2, . . . πk = root(T) be
its chain of ancestors. Since πk ∈ S and no nodes in nodes(T) \ nodes(S) have a parent in S, πk−1 must be in S, as must the
entire chain and ν itself. This demonstrates that every node in T is in S; along with invariant 1, we have that T = S. 
Theorem 1. Algorithm 1 always terminates in time polynomial in |T| and |P|, returning true if T ∈ L (P), and false otherwise.
Hence it is a correct algorithm for PGeni+ (and its subproblem PGeni+s).
Proof. In each iteration of the while loop (lines 6–20), either one or more nodes is added to S (line 13) and found is true;
or no nodes are added, found is false, and the algorithm terminates in line 18. Since each iteration of the while loop either
adds one or more nodes to S from nodes(T) \ nodes(S) or terminates, since the algorithm terminates if S = T , and since T
is finite, the while loop runs for at most |T| iterations before terminating. In each iteration, the inner for loop (lines 8–16)
executes |F| ≤ |T| times, each time checking whether P contains a rule permitting a particular operation. Since this last
task can be solved in polynomial time, the algorithm terminates in polynomial time.
If the algorithm returns true, then S = T (line 6 and Corollary 1). Since P permitted adding each node in S (line 11),
S = T ∈ L (P).
If the algorithm returns false, then there is some tree S with nodes(S)  nodes(T), such that P does not allow adding to
S any node from D = nodes(T) \ nodes(S). Because P is positive, removing nodes from S can only reduce the set of active
rules, and will therefore not permit adding nodes from D. Hence it is not possible to add a node from D to any tree that
contains only nodes from nodes(T) \ D. Furthermore, since P is monotone, no tree that contains a node not in nodes(T)
can possibly yield the tree T . Hence it is not possible to obtain the tree T from the empty tree by a sequence of permitted
operations, and T ∈ L (P). 
3.2. Monotone policies
If P is monotone but not positive, Algorithm 1 will not necessarily be successful. In particular, a negative rule with
predicates might establish a constraint on the order of insertion of two nodes. For example, if the policy contains the rule
(−, insert, /a[b], ∗), we must be careful not to insert the node b until every other child of a has been inserted.
Still, if T is generated by P , there must be some permitted sequence of |T| insertions which results in T . The nondeter-
ministic Algorithm 2 decides whether such a sequence exists.
We begin by nondeterministically choosing a permutation of the nodes of T (line 2). We then test whether P permits
inserting the nodes in that order (lines 3–11). If this test succeeds for some permutation, then P generates T (line 12);
otherwise it does not.
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Algorithm 2 Nondeterministic algorithm for deciding PGeni (monotone policies)
Require: T is a tree over the set L of labels
Require: P is a monotone policy over L
1: S ← T∅
2: N ← nondeterministically choose a permutation of nodes(T)
3: for all ν ∈ N do
4: π ← parent(ν), or ε if ν = root(T)
5: o ← (insert, π, label(ν))
6: if P 	S o then
7: S ← o(S)
8: else
9: return false
10: end if
11: end for
12: return true
Theorem 2. Nondeterministic Algorithm 2 always terminates in time polynomial in |T| and |P|, returning true if T ∈ L (P) and
false otherwise. It is thus a correct algorithm for PGeni and its subproblem PGenis.
Proof. The loop which tests whether the nodes of T may be inserted in a particular order (lines 3–11) runs for |T| iterations.
In each iteration we must check whether a particular insertion is permitted; this check may be performed in polynomial
time. Hence, for any choice of N , the loop terminates after a polynomial amount of time.
Since P is monotone, if T ∈ L (P), T can be obtained by some sequence of |T| insert operations. In this case, for the
corresponding N all insertions will be permitted, the for loop will complete, and the algorithm will return true on line 12.
If T ∈ L (P), no sequence of operations will result in T . Hence for each permutation of nodes(T), some node will fail to
be inserted, and each execution path of Algorithm 2 will return false. 
3.3. Simple policies with delete
An important feature of simple rules is that whether or not a node is matched by such a rule depends only on the labels
of that node and its ancestors:
Definition 11. The label path, LP(ν), of a node ν is the sequence of labels 〈k, · · · , 0〉, where k is the depth of ν , 0 is the
label of ν , and i is the label of the ith ancestor of ν .
Lemma 2. Let ν1 ∈ T1 and ν2 ∈ T2 be two nodes, possibly from different trees, with the same label path; and let P be a
predicate-free path expression. Then ν1 ∈ P(T1) if and only if ν2 ∈ P(T2).
Proof. A predicate-free path expression is of the form a1t1 . . . antn, where each ai is either / or //, and each ti is either a
label  or the symbol ∗. Such an expression selects a node ν if and only if LP(ν) is of the form p[o1]p[a1] . . . p[on]p[an],
where p[/] is the empty sequence of labels; p[//] is an arbitrary sequence of labels; p[] is the label ; and p[∗] is a single
arbitrary label. Since ν1 and ν2 have the same label path, P must therefore select either both nodes, or neither. 
Another important property of simple policies is that delete rules may be ignored: any permitted sequence of operations
may be converted into a permitted sequence of non-delete operations that results in the same tree.
Lemma 3. Let P be a simple policy. Define PM as the policy obtained by removing all delete rules from P:
PM = P ∩
(
{+,−} × {insert, rename} × XP{[],∗,//}
)
,
Then L (PM) = L (P).
Proof. If PM permits some sequence of operations, that sequence must consist only of insert and rename operations, so P
permits the same sequence. Therefore, L (PM) ⊆ L (P).
Now consider the converse; suppose there is some sequence of operationsQ such that P 	 Q. For each delete operation
o ∈ Q, remove that operation as well as every preceding operation that inserted the target νo of o or a descendant of νo.
The resulting sequence QM of operations produces the same tree as Q. Furthermore, by Lemma 2, any of the remaining
operations that was permitted by P is also permitted by P , as their targets are outside the deleted subtrees. Hence P 	 QM ,
and since QM contains no delete operations, PM 	 Q; thus L (P) = L (PM). 
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Fig. 2. Steps in generating TG,k . 1. Rules 1 and 2 allow inserting a VC root and a chain of k vertex nodes. 2. Rules 4–7 permit adding nodes for covered edges. 3.
Rule 3 permits renaming vertex nodes, yielding TG,k .
As a result, any instance of PGeni,ds (resp. PGen
i,d+s) may in polynomial time be converted into an instance of PGenis (resp.
PGeni+s); and any instance of PGens (resp. PGen+s) into an instance of PGeni,rs (resp. PGen
i,r+s). This allows us to extend the
results of Theorems 1 and 2.
Corollary 2. PGen
i,d+s is in P, and PGeni,ds is in NP.
4. Lower bounds for more complicated subproblems
4.1. Delete-free policies
Delete-free policies extend the monotone policies by adding rules which permit rename operations. The presence of
such rules allowsmodifying generated trees by changing the labels of nodes, even internal nodes. This ability makes solving
PGen
i,r+ more difficult than solving PGeni+. We will show that, in fact, the problem is NP-hard, by reduction from the classic
vertex cover problem.
Definition 12. The vertex cover problem VC is: given a graph G = (V, E) and a natural number k, is there a set C ⊂ V of
size ≤ k such that, for each (vi, vj) ∈ E, at least one of vi, vj is in C?
Given an instance (G = (V = 〈v1, . . . , vn〉 , E) , k) of the vertex cover problem, we will construct a simple positive
delete-free policy PG,k over the language V ∪ E ∪ {VC,V}.
PG,k =(+, insert, ε, VC) (1)
For each vi ∈ V :
(+, insert, //∗, vi) (2)
(+, rename, //vi, V) (3)
For each ej = (u, v) ∈ E:
(+, insert, //u, ej) (4)
(+, insert, //v, ej) (5)
(+, insert, //u//∗, ej) (6)
(+, insert, //v//∗, ej) (7)
We ask if this policy generates the tree TG,k containing a root node labelledVC, a chain of k descendants labelledV, and for
each e ∈ E, one child of the kth descendant labelled e (Fig. 2.3).
Theorem 3. TG,k ∈ L (PG,k) if and only if (G, k) ∈ VC.
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Proof. First suppose (G, k) ∈ VC. Then G has a cover C = 〈c1, . . . , cn〉 of size n ≤ k. Then the following sequence of
operations generates TG,k from the empty tree:
ν0 = (insert, ε,VC)
ζ1 = (insert, ν0, c1)
ζi = (insert, ζi−1, ci) for i = 2 . . . n
ζj = (insert, ζj−1, c1) for j = n . . . k
(insert, ζk, ei) for ei ∈ E
(rename, ζi,V) for i = 1 . . . k.
The first operation is permitted by Rule 1. The next k operations are permitted by instances of Rule 2, and yield the tree
in Fig. 2.1. Since C is a vertex cover of G, at least one endpoint of each edge is contained in C, so the next |E| operations
are permitted by instances of Rules 4–7, yielding the tree in Fig. 2.2. Finally, the k rename operations are all permitted by
instances of Rule 3, and yield the tree TG,k in Fig. 2.3. Thus this sequence of operations is permitted, and TG,k ∈ L (PG,k).
Conversely, suppose PG,k generates the tree TG,k. For each edge e ∈ E, this tree contains a node labelled e. This nodemust
have been created by an instance of Rules 4–7; hence some predecessor tree must have contained a node labelled with one
of the endpoints of e. Since nodes labelled with vertices cannot be removed, only inserted or renamed to V, and since TG,k
contains no nodes with vertex labels, each such endpoint node must be reflected in one of the V nodes in TG,k . Since there
are k such V nodes, at most k different vertex nodes belonged to the collection of predecessor trees. Hence there is some
subset of k or fewer vertices that covers every e ∈ E, and (G, k) ∈ VC. 
Together with the fact that the instance
(PG,k, TG,k
)
may be constructed in polynomial time, and that VC is NP-complete
[23], we have:
Corollary 3. PGen
i,r+s (and thus PGeni,rs , PGen
i,r+ , PGen+s, and PGens) is NP-hard.
There remains the question of whether this bound is tight; that is, whether PGen
i,r+s is in NP. There is some evidence that
it may not be: we can construct a simple positive delete-free policy and tree such that the tree is generated by the policy,
but only after exponentially many operations. The following policy generates every tree with labels from the set {a, b, c},
but generating a tree of height h requires O
(
2h
)
operations.
Pexp =(+, insert, ε, a) (+, insert, //c, a)
(+, rename, /a, b) (+, rename, //c/a, b)
(+, rename, /b, c) (+, rename, //b/b, c)
(+, rename, /c, a) (+, rename, //a/c, a)
Theexistenceof suchpolicies eliminates thepossibility of anNP algorithmthatuses as awitness ofmembership the sequence
of operations generating the tree. However, we can establish an upper bound by noting that no intermediate tree can grow
larger than the final tree. This allows us to decide the general delete-free case with a polynomial-space algorithm.
Algorithm 3 Nondeterministic algorithm for deciding PGeni,r
Require: T is a tree over the set L of labels
Require: P is a delete-free policy over L
1: S ← T∅
2: while |S| ≤ |T| ∧ S = T do
3:  ← nondeterministically choose a label from L
4: if S = T∅ then
5: o ← (insert, ε, )
6: else
7: ν ← nondeterministically choose a node of S
8: x ← nondeterministically choose insert or rename
9: o ← (x, ν, )
10: end if
11: if P 	S o then
12: return false
13: end if
14: S ← o(S)
15: end while
16: return S = T
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Lemma4. Nondeterministic Algorithm3 requires spacepolynomial in the size of its input, and returns true if andonly if T ∈ L (P).
Proof. First, note that this algorithm requires only space to store the policy P , the current intermediate tree S, and a single
operation on this tree; and to check whether the operation is permitted. Since the number of nodes in S is bounded by
the size of the input tree T , and since the operation can be checked in polynomial time (and hence polynomial space), the
algorithm requires space polynomial in the size of the input.
Suppose that T ∈ L (P). Then there is some finite permitted sequence Q of insert and rename operations such that
Q(T∅) = T , and a corresponding sequence of trees S . The first such operationmust be an insert operationwith target ε; each
subsequent operationmust have as its target a node in the corresponding tree. Therefore it is possible to nondeterministically
select that operation in (lines 3–10). Since Q is permitted, the condition in line 11 will never be true, and in each iteration
line 14 will produce the next tree in S . After applying the last such operation, we will have S = T , thus ending the while
loop (line 2) and returning true (line 16). Thus there is an accepting computation path.
Now suppose that T ∈ L (P). Then there is no such permitted sequenceQ; since non-permitted operations are excluded
by lines 11–12, we can never produce the final tree T in line 14. Hence there is no accepting computation path. 
Finally, we note that Algorithm 3 need not terminate: a sequence of rename operations may leave S unchanged after one
or more iterations of the loop, thus resulting in an infinite computation path. However, the space upper bound allows us to
limit the number of iterations. Let s(P, T) ∈ O
(
| (P, T) |k
)
be the number of bits of space required by the algorithm. Then,
if any computation path succeeds, one must succeed after no more than 2s(P,T) iterations. Hence, after this many iterations
we can be certain that the algorithm will never return true, and can thus terminate and return false. We therefore have:
Theorem 4. PGeni,r and its subproblems PGen
i,r+ , PGeni,rs , and PGen
i,r+s are in PSpace.
4.2. Positive policies
In the case of general positive policies, we must contend with delete rules. If the policy is simple, we saw in Lemma 3
that these rules can be ignored entirely; however, in the presence of predicates this is not true. This makes the problem
PGen+ substantially more difficult than PGeni+, as generating the desired tree might require constructing a much larger
intermediate tree.
Wewill show that PGen
i,d+ (and thus PGen+) is PSpace-hard by showing a polynomial-time reduction from awell-known
PSpace-complete problem. We choose the true quantified boolean formula problem (Tqbf) for this purpose. Tqbf is the
problem of determiningwhether a first-order sentence over a finite set of boolean variables (a so-called quantified boolean
formula or QBF) is true. We will assume that the formula is presented in prenex negation-normal form (PNNF) [24]. That
is, the formula consists of a number of quantifiers governing an unquantified propositional formula φ; and in φ the boolean
negation operator always has a single atom as its operand. By repeatedly lifting quantifiers, renaming clashing variables,
and applying De Morgan’s laws, it is possible to convert any QBF into an equivalent PNNF formula in polynomial time [24].
Hence this assumption does not affect the run-time complexity of Tqbf.
Let F = Q1x1 . . .Qkxkφ(x1, . . . , xk) be a QBF in PNNF. Write X for the set {x1, . . . , xk} of variables. We will construct a
policy PF that generates the tree /F/proved if and only if F is true. This policy will have size polynomial in the size of F .
First, the policy PF allows constructing a tree that represents certain partial valuations of X . This semantic tree corre-
sponds to the decision tree used by many QBF solvers [24]. In this tree, the node ti represents that variable xi is true in this
particular computation path, and fi that it is false. The portion of the policy that constructs the semantic tree, PT , consists
of 3 + 4k rules:
PT =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(+, insert, ε, F)
(+, insert, /F, t1)
(+, insert, /F, f1)
For each i, 1 < i ≤ k:
(+, insert, //ti−1, ti)
(+, insert, //ti−1, fi)
(+, insert, //fi−1, ti)
(+, insert, //fi−1, fi)
The semantic tree algorithm for Tqbf operates by recursively splitting the QBF into two subproblems with fewer quanti-
fiers: Qixi F
′ becomes F ′[xi = 0] and F ′[xi = 1]. The nodes generated by PT correspond to these subproblems.
Definition13. Letν beanode in some treegeneratedby thepolicyPT . Thenode formula ofν , form(ν), is defined recursively.
• If ν is the root node (labelled F), then form(ν) = F .
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• Otherwise, ν has the label ti or fi, for some 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Let vν be 0 (false) if the label is fi and 1 (true) if the label
is ti. Furthermore, let G be the node formula of ν ’s parent; this formula has the form Qixi · · ·Qkxk φG , where φG is an
unquantified formula over the variables xi, . . . , xk . Then the node formula of ν is
Qi+1xi+1 . . .QkxkφG[xi = vν].
It may be verified that this formula has the required form.
We additionally have a subpolicy which allows us to perform unquantified deduction at the leaves of the semantic
tree. These leaves, labelled tk and fk , have unquantified node formulas. We perform structural induction on these formulas,
inserting a node corresponding to a subformula only if that formula can be proved from the valuation or fromalready-proved
subformulae. This unqualified deduction policy Pφ consists of at most 2m + 3 rules, where m is the size of φ (the number
of subformulae):
Pφ =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(+, insert, //tk, phi)
(+, insert, //fk, phi)
(+, insert, //∗[phi/psi1], proved)
R(i) for each subformula ψi of φ
Where, for each subformula ψi of φ, R(i) consists of one or two rules:
R(i) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(+, insert, //tj//phi, psii) ψi = xj
(+, insert, //fj//phi, psii) ψi = ¬xj
(+, insert, //phi[psih][psij], psii) ψi = ψh ∧ ψj
(+, insert, //phi[psih], psii),
(+, insert, //phi[psij], psii) ψi = ψh ∨ ψj
Lemma 5. Let ν be a leaf node of the semantic tree constructed by policy PT . The policy Pφ permits inserting a child node of ν
labelled proved if and only if form(ν) is true.
Proof. By Definition 13, the node formula of a leaf node is an unquantified formula φ[Vν], where Vν is a complete valuation.
This valuation is determined by the label path of ν: V(xi) = 0 if fi appears in the label path, or 1 if ti appears. It may be
verified that exactly one of these two labels is present in the label path of each leaf node ν . Furthermore, since ν is a leaf
node, its label is tk or fk , so Pφ permits inserting a child labelled phi.
Since φ is in negation-normal form, each subformula is either a variable, the negation of a variable, or the conjunction
or disjunction of two other subformulae. A subformula consisting of a variable xi is true if and only if that variable is true in
the node formula of ν: that is, if ti appears as an ancestor. Likewise the subformula ¬xi is true if and only if fi appears. The
rules of R(i) allow us to insert a node representing the subformula ψi in precisely these cases. Furthermore, a conjunction
is true if and only if both of its subformulae are true; and a disjunction if and only if at least one of its subformulae is true.
Hence R(i) allows us to insert a node corresponding to subformula ψi if and only if ψi is true in valuation Vν . In particular,
we can insert the node psi1 if and only if ψ1 = φ is true in valuation Vν .
Finally, the third rule of Pφ allows us to insert a proved child of ν when and only when we have inserted the psi1 node.
Therefore, we can insert this node if and only if φ[Vν] = form(ν) is true. 
Oncewe have proved some of the unquantified node formulae at the tk and fk nodes, we can perform logical inference up
the tree, following the semantic tree algorithm for Tqbf. The presence of a child node named proved will indicate that the
node formula of a node ν has been proved. The quantified deduction subpolicy consists of between k and 2k rules, depending
on the quantifiers of F .
PQ =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
For each Qi, 1 < i ≤ k:
If Qi = ∀:
(+, insert, //∗[ti/proved][fi/proved], proved);
otherwise, Qi = ∃:
(+, insert, //∗[ti/proved], proved)
(+, insert, //∗[fi/proved], proved)
Lemma 6. In the policy PM = PT ∪ Pφ ∪ PQ , it is possible to insert a child proved of a node ν only if the node formula of ν is a
true QBF.
Proof. We saw in Lemma 5 that the statement holds for each node ν with an unquantified node formula. This establishes a
basis for our induction.
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Nowsupposeν has a node formulawith j > 0quantifiers, and that our statement holds for every node formulawith fewer
than j quantifiers. Then form(ν) has the form Qk+1−jxk+1−j	, where Qk+1−j is a quantifier and 	 is a possibly quantified
formula with the free variable xk+1−j . Furthermore, ν ’s children have the node formulae 	[xi = 0] and 	[xi = 1].
If Qi = ∀, then Qixi	 is true if and only if 	[xi = 0] and 	[xi = 1], the node formulae of ν ’s children, are both true.
By hypothesis, each of these children can contain a proved node if and only if its node formula is true; hence the first rule
schema of PQ allows us to insert a proved child of ν only if form(ν) is true.
Otherwise, Qi = ∃; then form(ν) is true if and only if at least one of the children’s node formulae is true. The second and
third rule schemata of PQ allow inserting a proved node only if one of the children contains a proved node. Again, since by
our inductive hypothesis these children can contain proved nodes if and only if they are true, the same is true of form(ν).
Therefore, ν can contain a proved child if and only if form(ν) is true. 
Wehave seen that the positivemonotone policyPM allows constructing a tree thatmodels the decision tree and inference
rules of a QBF solver—and hence the proof of a QBF F . In particular, this policy allows constructing a tree containing a node
with label pathFproved if and only if F is a trueQBF. However, the tree in questionmay be huge: in theworst case, itwill have
size exponential in the number of quantifiers in F . We will add a single delete rule that pares down this tree to a fixed size
PD = (+, delete, /F[proved]//∗)
Theorem 5. PGen
i,d+ (and thus PGen+) is PSpace-hard.
Proof. Let F be an instance of Tqbf. The policy PF consists of a number of rules polynomial in the number of subformulae of
F . If F is not true, we cannot insert a proved child of F, and PD has no effect. If F is true, then such a node can be generated
by Lemma 6, and the remaining nodes can be deleted by PD. Hence the tree TF consisting of a root node F with a single
child proved can be generated by PF if and only if F is a true quantified boolean formula. This establishes a polynomial-time
many-to-one reduction from Tqbf to PGen
i,d+ , so the latter problem must be PSpace-hard. 
5. General policies
The general problem PGen combines the features studied in previous sections: insert, rename, and delete operations,
positive and negative rules, and predicates. The combination of these features (or, as we shall see in Section 5.5, all of these
features except rename operations) results in a much more complex language of generated trees. In fact, we will prove that
PGen is undecidable. As in Section 3, we will proceed by reduction from a problem of known complexity, in this case the
halting problem for deterministic Turing machines. We will show how to encode a Turing machine M and initial tape S as
an access control policy PM,S such that PM,S generates a particular tree Thalt if and only ifM halts on input S.
We represent a Turing machine as a 7-tuple of a set of states, an initial state, a set of final (accepting) states, a tape
alphabet, an input alphabet, a blank symbol, and a transition function
M = (Q , q0 ∈ Q ,QF ⊆ Q , 
, ⊂ 
, b ∈ 
 \ , δ)
We consider deterministic Turing machines with left and right moves only, where no transitions are permitted from final
states: that is, the transition function δ maps from (Q \ QF) × 
 to Q × 
 × {L, R}. Furthermore, we assume the tape is
bounded on the left.
Definition 14. A configuration is a tuple (q, t, p) of a state q ∈ Q , a tape t ∈ 
∗, and a tape position 1 ≤ p ≤ |t|. We write
CM,S0 for the initial configuration of Turing machine M on input S, namely (q0, S, 1). We write  for the function taking a
configuration to the successive configuration.
5.1. Modelling Turing configurations as trees
A tree generated by PM,S will represent a configuration of M, as well as additional bookkeeping information necessary
to the simulation.
Definition 15. Let C = (q, t, p) be a configuration of the Turing machine M = (Q , q0,QF , 
, b, , δ). The configuration
tree conftree(C) is the tree with:
• a root node labelled tm;
• three children, labelled ph, state, and tape;
• one child of the ph node, labelled run;
• one child of the state node, labelled q;
• one child C1 of the tape node, labelled cell;• each cell node Ci (1 ≤ i ≤ |t|) having:
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Fig. 3. A configuration tree.
– one child labelled sym, itself having a child labelled with the tape symbol t[i];
– if i < |t|, one child Ci+1 labelled cell;
– if i = p, one child labelled curr.
5.2. The policy PM,S
LetM = (Q , q0,QF , 
,, b, δ) be a Turingmachine, and S = S1S2 . . . Sn ∈ ∗ an initial tape forM. The policy PM,S will
simulate the action ofM on input S. In the following presentation of the policy we will use the notation (x)n to represent n
repetitions of the path expression fragment x. PM,S consists of the subpolicies Pstruct, Pinit, Pbuild, Pb→r, Prun, Pwrite, Pmove,
and Pcleanup.
We begin with a subpolicy Pstruct consisting of a number of negative rules that enforce certain constraints on the tree.
These structural rules ensure that there is only one copy of each top-level node (ph, state, and tape); that the state and
ph nodes have only a single child each; that no tape cell contains two symbols or two successor tape cells; and that no cell
is marked as “current” or “new” twice
(−, insert, /tm[ph], ph) (8)
(−, insert, /tm[state], state) (9)
Pstruct = (−, insert, /tm[tape], tape) (10)
(−, insert, /tm/ph[∗], ∗) (11)
(−, insert, /tm/state[∗], ∗) (12)
(−, insert, //∗[cell], cell) (13)
(−, insert, //cell[curr], curr) (14)
(−, insert, //cell[new], new) (15)
(−, insert, //cell[sym], sym) (16)
(−, insert, //sym[∗], ∗) (17)
5.3. Simulation phases
Our Turing machine simulation proceeds from one configuration tree to the next by proceeding through a number of
phases. The tree’s current phase is indicated by the label of the child of the ph node. In each phase, a particular sequence of
operations is permitted, ending with a transition into the successor phase. There are three independent phases build, run,
and cleanup; and 2|Q \ QF | · |
| phases that depend on the simulated machine’s state q and the contents γ of its current
tape cell; these phases are labelled write-q-γ andmove-q-γ .
5.3.1. The build phase
At the beginning of our simulation, the tree is empty, and hence does not have a phase. In this stage, the subpolicy Pinit
constructs enough of the tree to enter the build phase:
(+, insert, ε, tm) (18)
Pinit = (+, insert, /tm, ph) (19)
(+, insert, /tm/ph, build) (20)
Because every other positive rule in PM,S will require the existence of a child of the /tm/ph node, only the rules in this
subpolicy are active at this point. We therefore have the following:
Lemma 7. Any sufficiently long sequence of operations that is permitted on the null tree must pass through an intermediate tree
containing exactly: a tm root, one ph child of the root, and one build child of that node.
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Remark 6. Because an operation that would insert a root node is not permitted on a non-empty tree, Rule 18 can be used
only once. Likewise, structural Rules 8 and 11 prevent Rules 19 and 20 from being activated again as long as the tree contains
a ph node. Hence we shall disregard Pinit in the following lemmas.
In the build phase, we complete the initial configuration tree, including the state and tape nodes and their descendants.
Subpolicy Pbuild consists of 2|S| + 5 rules:
(+, insert, /tm[ph/build], state) (21)
(+, insert, /tm[ph/build], tape) (22)
(+, insert, /tm[ph/build]/state, q0) (23)
(+, insert, /tm[ph/build]/tape, cell) (24)
(+, insert, /tm[ph/build]/tape/cell, curr) (25)
(+, insert, /tm[ph/build]/tape//cell, sym) (26)
(+, insert, /tm[ph/build]/tape/cell/sym, S1) (27)
For each i, 1 < i ≤ |S|:
(+, insert, /tm[ph/build]/tape(/cell)i−1, cell) (28)
(+, insert, /tm[ph/build]/tape(/cell)i−1[sym/∗]/cell/sym, Si) (29)
At the end of this phase, once the entire initial configuration tree is constructed, we permit transitioning to the run phase:
Pb→r = (+, rename, /tm[state/q0][tape/(/cell)|S|/sym/S|S|]/ph/build, run) (30)
Lemma 8. Any sufficiently long sequence of operations permitted on the null tree must produce the tree conftree(CM,S0 ) as an
intermediate step.
Proof. Lemma 7 established that such a sequence of operations must produce as an intermediate step a tree with a
/tm/ph/build node, ph and tm ancestors, and no other nodes. On such a tree, only Rules 21 and 22 permit further op-
erations.
Once a state node has been inserted by Rule 21, Rule 23 permits inserting a q0 child; Rules 9 and 12 ensure that at most
one state node and one child of that node are inserted.
After applying Rule 22 to insert a tape node, Rules 24–27 allow inserting a cell child; curr and sym grandchildren; and a
S1 child of the sym node. Once the cell node has been inserted, the instances of Rule 28 allow inserting i−1 cell descendants,
each a child of the previous node. Rule 13 ensures that neither the tape node nor the cell nodes may contain multiple cell
children; and Rule 14 prevents applying Rule 25 again.
For each of the cell nodes, Rules 26 and 29 allow inserting sym children, and grandchildren labelled with the appropriate
symbol. Furthermore, the [sym/∗] predicate in the latter rule ensures that no symbol is inserted until the previous symbol
(and hence all preceding symbols) are inserted.
Finally, Rule 30 allows renaming the build node to run, but only after the q0 node and last cell’s symbol (and hence all|S| symbols) have been inserted.
Since all other positive rules contain predicates which require that the ph node contain some child other than build,
these are the only rules that permit operations before Rule 30 is applied. Along with the structural rules, this ensures that
any sequence of 3+ 2+ 1+ 4+ 3|S − 1| = 3|S| + 7 operations must result in a tree where Rule 30 is the only applicable
positive rule that is not blocked by negative rules. Applying this rule results in precisely the tree conftree(CM,S0 ). Hence any
permitted sequence of length 3|S| + 8 must yield this tree, and any longer permitted sequence will produce this tree as an
intermediate result. 
5.3.2. The run phase
The run phase represents a Turing machine configuration. This phase can be entered from the build phase (Rule 30), or
from the cleanup phase (Rule 46). The only operations permitted in this phase are to rename the run node to the next phase,
one of thewrite phases (Rule schema 31); to insert a finished node if the configuration is a final one (Rule schema 32); and
to delete most of the tree when the finished node is present (Rule 33). Subpolicy Prun consists of |
|(|Q | − |QF |)+ |QF | + 1
rules:
For each non-final state q ∈ Q \ QF and each tape symbol γ :
(+, rename, /tm[state/q][tape//cell[curr][sym/γ ]]/ph/run, write-q-γ ) (31)
For each final state qf ∈ QF :
(+, insert, /tm[ph/run][state/qf ], finished) (32)
One single rule:
(+, delete, /tm[finished]//∗) (33)
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Lemma 9. If C is not a final configuration (that is, its state is not a member of QF ), then exactly one operation is permitted on
conftree(C), resulting in a tree Tw, otherwise identical to conftree(C), but with a write-q-γ node replacing the run node, where
q is the state of C and γ is the symbol in the current tape cell of C.
Proof. Other than Rules 18–20, which are blocked by structural rules, the only positive rules whose predicates are satisfied
by a tree in the run phase without a finished node are instances of Rule schemata 32 and 31; only the latter is active for a
non-final configuration. This rule transforms the tree into precisely Tw . 
If the simulation has reached a final configuration, a finished node is inserted, and the tree is pared down to just the tm
and finished nodes.
Lemma 10. If C = (qf , t, p) is a final configuration (that is, qf ∈ QF), there is a sequence of operations permitted on T =
conftree(C) that yields the tree Thalt containing a root node labelled tm, a child node labelled finished, and no other nodes.
Proof. The tree T contains nodes with paths /tm/ph/run and /tm/state/qf ; hence Rule 32 is active and it is permitted to
insert a finished node. Once this node has been added, Rule 33 becomes active, allowing any non-root node in the tree to be
deleted. In particular, it is permitted to delete the ph, state, and tape nodes, leaving precisely Thalt. 
5.3.3. The write phases
For each transition, that is to say each pair (q, γ ) ∈ (Q \QF)×
, the phasewrite-q-γ allows changing the configuration
tree’s state and current tape symbol. It is followed by the move-q-γ and cleanup phases, where the position of the tape
head is adjusted. Subpolicy Pwrite consists of 3|
|(|Q | − |QF) rules. For each transition:
(+, rename, /tm[ph/write-q-γ ]/tape//cell[curr]/sym/γ , γ ′) (34)
(+, rename, /tm[ph/write-q-γ ]/state/q, q′) (35)
(+, rename, /tm[state/q′][tape//cell[curr]/sym/γ ′]ph/write-q-γ , move-q-γ ) (36)
Lemma 11. Let C be a Turingmachine configurationwith state q and current symbol γ ; let Tw be the tree resulting from Lemma 9;
and let
(
q′, γ ′,D
) = δ(q, γ ). Any permitted sequence of operations on Tw that results in a tree without a write-q-γ node must
as an intermediate step pass through a tree Tm that differs from Tw in that: the child of the ph node is labelled move-q-γ ; the
child of the state node is labelled q′; and the child node of the sym sibling of the curr node is labelled γ ′.
Proof. In this phase, only Rules 34–36 are active. Only the last of these rules permits renaming the write-q-γ node. This
rule’s predicates allow it to be used only if the state node has a child labelled q′ and the current tape cell node ζ has a
grandchild labelled γ ′. These are precisely the state and tape value specified by δ(q, γ ).
Rule 35 permits renaming the state node q to q′; and Rule 34 permits renaming the γ grandchild of ζ to γ ′; since these
are the only three active rules, no other operations are permitted in this phase. Hence, immediately after applying Rule 36,
the tree is precisely the described Tm. 
Remark 7. Unlike in the other phases, it is not necessarily the case that any sufficiently long sequence of operations leads
to the next phase. If a cell is being re-written with the same symbol, or the transition does not change the Turing machine
state, it is possible to apply Rule 34 or 35 an arbitrary number of times. However, since in this case the rule in question does
not alter the tree, the result does not differ from applying the rule only once.
This difficulty could be avoided by maintaining a second marked set of labels representing the tape symbols, using the
marked version of q′ in Rules 34 and 36, and renaming the node with the non-marked label in the cleanup phase. Because
our proof is not adversely affected by the presence of such cycles, we will not complicate the policy in this way.
5.3.4. Themove phases
When themove-q-γ phase is entered, the tree’s state and current tape symbol have been updated. It remains tomove the
tape head, adding a new cell if necessary. This is accomplished in two phases: in themove phase, wemark the updated tape
head position as “new” and remove the “current” mark. Then, in the cleanup phase, we change the “new”mark to “current”.
This separation of phases allows us to ensure that the tape head is moved exactly one step. First, subpolicy Pmove consists of
between 4|
|(|Q | − |QF |) and 7|
|(|Q | − |QF |) rules. For each transition δ(q, γ ) = (q′, γ ′,D):
(+, delete, /tm[ph/move-q-γ ][tape//new]/tape//curr) (37)
(+, rename, /tm[tape//cell/new]/ph/move-q-γ , cleanup) (38)
(−, rename, /tm[tape//cell/curr]/ph/move-q-γ , ∗) (39)
If D = L:
(+, insert, /tm[ph/move-q-γ ]/tape//cell[cell/curr], new) (40)
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Otherwise, D = R:
(+, insert, /tm[ph/move-q-γ ]/tape//cell[curr], cell) (41)
(+, insert, /tm[ph/move-q-γ ]/tape//cell, sym) (42)
(+, insert, /tm[ph/move-q-γ ]/tape//cell[curr]/cell/sym, b) (43)
(+, insert, /tm[ph/move-q-γ ]/tape//cell[curr]/cell[sym/∗], new) (44)
Lemma 12. Let C = (q, t, p) be a Turing machine configuration; let Tm be the tree resulting from Lemma 11; and let D be the
directional component of δ(q, γ ).
If p = 1 and D = L (a hanging configuration), no operations are permitted on Tm. Otherwise, let ζ be the cell node of Tm
containing a curr child. Any sufficiently long sequence of permitted operations of Tm must as an intermediate step pass through
the tree Tc that is otherwise identical to Tm, but without a curr node, with themove-q-γ node replaced with cleanup node, and
with changes depending on D and p:
• If D = L and p > 1, then the parent of ζ in Tc contains a child labelled new.• If D = R and p = |t|, then ζ in Tc contains a new cell child, containing two children labelled new and sym, with the latter
having a child node with the blank cell label b.
• Otherwise, D = R and p < |t|; then the cell child of ζ in Tc contains a child labelled new.
Proof. The positive rules active in this phase are instances of Rules 37 and 38; if D = L, Rule 40; and if D = R, Rules 41–44.
Furthermore, the negative Rules 13, 15, 16, 17, and 39 are relevant to the operation of this phase. Rules 37 and 38 are not
active on Tm, because the tree contains no new node.
We consider separately the two directions in which the tape head may move. If D = L, only Rule 40 is active on Tm. This
rule permits inserting a new node as a child of the parent cell node of ζ . If p = 1, the parent of ζ is the tape node; hence
no operations are permitted. Otherwise, after inserting the new node, Rule 15 prohibits inserting another such node; and
Rule 37 becomes active. Once this rule is used to delete the curr node, Rule 39 is no longer active, leaving Rule 38 as the only
active rule; applying this rule renames themove-q-γ node to cleanup, yielding Tc . Hence, any permitted sequence of three
operations must yield Tc .
If D = R, there are two cases to consider. If p < |t|, only Rules 41 and 44 are active; and because ζ has a cell child, Rule 13
prohibits inserting a node with the former rule. Hence the only permitted operation is to insert a new child of the cell child
of ζ . After this, the argument from theD = L case applies: the next operationmust be to delete the curr node and deactivate
Rule 39, then to rename themove-q-γ node. Hence any permitted sequence of three operations must yield Tc .
If p = |t|, Rule 44 is not active, because ζ has no cell children. Thus the only permitted operation is to insert a new
cell child of ζ by Rule 41; Rule 13 prohibits inserting more than one such node. After this node has been inserted, Rule 42
permits inserting a sym node (but only once because of Rule 16). Then Rule 43 allows inserting a blank symbol node b as a
child of this node, but only once because of Rule 17. Once these three operations have been performed, Rule 44 is active and
the other rules inactive; then we may proceed as in the p < |t| case. Hence any permitted sequence of six operations must
yield Tc . 
5.3.5. The cleanup phase
After the write and move phases, the tree has almost completely been updated to reflect the new Turing machine
configuration. The only remaining steps are to replace the new marker node with a curr node, and to enter the run phase
again, yielding the tree for the successor configuration
Pcleanup =(+, rename, /tm[ph/cleanup]//new, curr) (45)
(+, rename, /tm[tape//curr]/ph/cleanup, run) (46)
Lemma 13. Let C be a Turing machine configuration and let Tc be the tree resulting from applying Lemmas 9, 11, and 12 to
conftree(C). Any sufficiently long sequence of operations permitted on Tc must produce as an intermediate result the tree T ′,
otherwise the same as Tc, but with a curr node in place of the new node, and a run node in place of the cleanup node.
Proof. In the cleanup phase, positive Rules 45 and 46 are active; the latter is not active on Tc because it contains no curr
node. Hence the only permitted operation is to rename the new node to curr by the former rule. Performing this operation
deactivates Rule 45, because there is no longer a new node. Hence the second operation must be to rename the cleanup
node to run by Rule 46, resulting in the desired tree T ′. Thus any permitted sequence of two operations on Tc yields T ′. 
5.4. Correctness of simulation
Lemma 14. Let C be a non-final Turing machine configuration, and let Q be any non-empty sequence of operations permitted
on T = conftree(C) such that Q(conftree(C)) contains a node labelled /tm/ph/run. Then Q produces conftree((C)) as
an intermediate result, representing the successor configuration (C). Furthermore, if C is not a hanging configuration, such a
sequence Q exists.
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Fig. 4. Simulating the Turing machine transition δ(qi, γ1) = (qk, γ ′, R). First row: a configuration tree in phase run, and the tree at the end of phases write,
move. Second row: the tree at the end of phase cleanup, and the successor configuration tree.
Proof. After applying Lemmas 9 through 13 to the tree T = conftree(C), we have a tree T ′ that is otherwise identical to T ,
except that: its state is q′; the symbol of the previous tape cell ζ (the cell that was current in conftree(C)) is γ ′; the parent
(if D = L) or child (if D = R) cell of ζ is marked as current; and if ζ had no cell children and D = R, a new child cell with
symbol b has been inserted. These are precisely the changes necessary to transform conftree(C) into conftree((C)). If any
of these changes had not been performed, the resulting tree could not have a /tm/ph/run node. 
Fig. 4 demonstrates the sequence of phases for a typical transition involving a rightwards move.
Theorem 6. Let M be a Turing machine and S ∈ ∗ an initial tape of M; and let Thalt be the tree containing only a tm root and
a finished child. Then PM,S generates Thalt if and only if M halts on input S.
Proof. By Lemmas 7 and 8, PM,S generates the tree T1 = conftree(CM,S0 ), and any sufficiently long permitted sequence
of operations must produce this tree as an intermediate step. If M halts on input S after k steps, then k applications of
Lemma 14 produces a configuration tree for a final configuration. From such a tree, by Lemma 10 there is a permitted
sequence of operations that yields Thalt.
Now supposeM does not halt on input S. Then eitherM eventually enters a hanging configuration, or there is an infinite
sequence of configurations 〈C0, C1, . . .〉 such that each Ci+1 = (Ci). In the former case, by Lemma 12 the simulation will
not be able to advance beyond the hanging configuration. Consider then the second case, where there is an infinite sequence
of successive configurations. Suppose S is a permitted sequence of operations resulting in Thalt. Then, as argued above, S
must as an intermediate step produce a tree containing a run node and a qf ∈ QF node. By Lemma 14, this sequence must
produce as an intermediate result the tree conftree(C1). Repeated applications of Lemma 14 demonstrates that the sequence
must subsequently produce intermediate results conftree(C2), conftree(C3), and in general conftree(Ci) for each i ∈ N.
However, this means that S is an infinite sequence, contradicting the assumption that it is a permitted sequence. Hence no
such sequence exists, and PM,S does not generate Thalt. 
Corollary 4. PGen is undecidable.
Proof. Given a Turing machine M and input tape S, it is possible to construct the policy PM,S algorithmically (in fact, in
polynomial time). Combined with Theorem 6, this establishes a many-to-one reduction from the halting problem to PGen.
Since the halting problem is undecidable, so too is PGen. 
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5.5. Policies without rename
In fact, we do not need the full generality of PGen for undecidability. It is possible to construct a modified version of PM,S
that excludes rename rules, yet still correctly simulates a Turing machine. We begin by noting that, in the trees in L
(PM,S
)
,
no node that can be the target of a permitted rename operation can have children. Furthermore, in all cases but one (Rule 45),
there exist structural rules which prohibit the renamed node from having a sibling. We will take advantage of these facts
to produce a policy which permits sequences of insert and delete operations (and only those sequences) that simulate the
rename operations being eliminated.Wewill do so by inserting additional signal nodes, indicating that a particular rename
operation is being simulated, and prohibiting all operations on other parts of the tree while the signal node exists. Once the
simulated rename is complete, we permit the signal node to be removed.
A significant portion of the rename-free policy is identical with PM,S . In particular, Pstruct, Pinit, and Pbuild are used
unmodified. The subpolicies for the other simulation phases, however, contain rename rules which must be replaced.
We replace Rule 30 with the subpolicy P i,db→r:
(+, insert, /tm[state/q0][tape/(/cell)|S|/sym/S|S|][ph/build], sig-build-run) (47)
(+, delete, /tm[sig-build-run]/ph/build) (48)
(+, insert, /tm[sig-build-run]/ph, run) (49)
(+, delete, /tm[ph/run]/sig-build-run) (50)
(−, insert, /tm[sig-build-run], ∗) (51)
In subpolicy P i,drun we maintain Rules 32 and 33, while replacing Rule 31 with:
(+, insert, /tm[state/q][tape//cell[curr][sym/γ ]][ph/run], sig-write-q-γ ) (52)
(+, delete, /tm[sig-write-q-γ ]/ph/run) (53)
(+, insert, /tm[sig-write-q-γ ]/ph, write-q-γ ) (54)
(+, delete, /tm[ph/write-q-γ ]/sig-write-q-q′) (55)
(−, insert, /tm[sig-write-q-γ ], ∗) (56)
Subpolicy P i,dwrite differs the most from its counterpart in PM,S , as we must replace all three of its rules (34–36):
(+, insert, /tm[ph/write-q-γ ][tape//cell[curr]/sym/γ ], sig-γ -γ ′) (57)
(+, delete, /tm[sig-γ -γ ′]/tape//cell[curr]/sym/γ ) (58)
(+, insert, /tm[sig-γ -γ ′]/tape//cell[curr]/sym, γ ′) (59)
(+, delete, /tm[tape//cell[curr]/sym/γ ′]/sig-γ -γ ′) (60)
(−, insert, /tm[sig-γ -γ ′], ∗) (61)
(+, insert, /tm[ph/write-q-γ ][state/q], sig-q-q′) (62)
(+, delete, /tm[sig-q-q′]/state/q) (63)
(+, insert, /tm[sig-q-q′]/state, q′) (64)
(+, delete, /tm[state/q]/sig-q-q′) (65)
(−, insert, /tm[sig-q-q′], ∗) (66)
(+, insert, /tm[state/q′][tape//cell[curr]/sym/γ ′][ph/write-q-γ ], sig-move-q-γ ) (67)
(+, delete, /tm[sig-move-q-γ ]/ph/write-q-γ ) (68)
(+, insert, /tm[sig-move-q-γ ]/ph, move-q-γ ) (69)
(+, delete, /tm[ph/move-q-γ ]/sig-move-q-γ ) (70)
(−, insert, /tm[sig-move-q-γ ], ∗) (71)
(−, insert, /tm[sig-move-q-γ ]/tape//∗, ∗) (72)
(−, delete, /tm[sig-move-q-γ ]/tape//∗) (73)
In subpolicy P i,dmove we preserve Rules 37 and 40–44, replacing the positive Rule 38 and the negative Rule 39 with:
(+, insert, /tm[tape//cell/new][ph/move-q-γ ], sig-cleanup-q-γ ) (74)
(+, delete, /tm[sig-cleanup-q-γ ]/ph/move-q-γ ) (75)
(+, insert, /tm[sig-cleanup-q-γ ]/ph, cleanup) (76)
(+, delete, /tm[ph/cleanup]/sig-cleanup-q-γ ) (77)
(−, insert, /tm[sig-cleanup-q-γ ], ∗) (78)
(−, insert, /tm[sig-cleanup-q-γ ]/tape//∗, ∗) (79)
(−, delete, /tm[sig-cleanup-q-γ ]/tape//∗) (80)
(−, insert, /tm[tape//cell/curr], sig-cleanup-q-γ ) (81)
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And finally, we must replace both Rules 45 and 46, yielding subpolicy P i,dcleanup:
(+, insert, /tm[ph/cleanup]//cell[new], curr) (82)
(+, delete, /tm[ph/cleanup]//cell[curr]/new) (83)
(−, insert, /tm[tape//cell[curr][new]], ∗) (84)
(+, insert, /tm[tape//curr][ph/cleanup], sig-cleanup-run) (85)
(+, delete, /tm[sig-cleanup-run]/ph/cleanup) (86)
(+, insert, /tm[sig-cleanup-run]/ph, run) (87)
(+, delete, /tm[ph/run]/sig-cleanup-run) (88)
(−, insert, /tm[sig-cleanup-run], ∗) (89)
First we consider the more common case, exhibited by Rules 30, 31–36, 38, and 46. Each of these rules permits a leaf
node of the tree to be renamed. In each case, a structural rule (Rule 11, 12, or 17) prohibits inserting a sibling of the node
in question. Furthermore, the parent of the renamed node (the target of the eventual insert) can be located even after the
original node has been deleted. This combination of facts allows us to simulate renamewith a deletion then insertion, and
to construct a set of rules which permits this sequence of operations, and disallows all others until the sequence is complete.
As a concrete example, consider Rule 34
(+, rename, /tm[ph/write-q-γ ]/tape//cell[curr]/sym/γ , γ ′)
For each instance of this rule schema, we introduce a signal node sig-γ -γ ′ (Rule 57). When this signal node is present, we
permit removing the target γ node (Rule 58) and inserting a node labelled γ ′ in its place (Rule 59). Rule 60 ensures that
the new node is present when the signal node is deleted, and the structural Rule 17 ensures that the new node had no
siblings. Finally, Rule 61 ensures that, until the sig-γ -γ ′ node is deleted, no other signal nodes can be inserted. Since only
rename operations are permitted in a write phase, this prohibition on signal nodes is enough to ensure that no operations
interrupt the simulated rename. In other cases, such as Rules 36 and 38, other insertions are allowed in the relevant phases,
and we must prevent those as well. As a result, multiple negative rules (71–73 and 78–80, respectively) are required in the
replacement of the rename rule.
Now we consider the exceptional case, Rule 45. This rule, active in the cleanup phase, permits the new marker to be
replaced by a currmarker. Unlike the rules considered above, it is not sufficient here to first delete the new node then insert
a curr node, because the presence of the new node indicates where curr may be placed. Instead, we take advantage of the
fact that our structural rules do not prohibit a single node from having both curr and new children, and simulate the rename
by inserting the curr node then removing the new node.
The only other positive rule active in the cleanup phase is Rule 46, which permits us to enter the run phase. This is a
rename rule, and hence will be simulated with a signal node (Rule 85). Therefore, to prevent other operations from being
interspersed between the insert and delete, it suffices to prevent a signal node from being inserted while both a curr and
node node are present. As a result we can in this case dispense with the signal node entirely (Rules 82–84).
Finally, with all positive rename rules accounted for, we turn our attention to the negative Rule 39. This rule acts to
prohibit Rule 38 (a rename rule) from firing before the curr node has been removed from the tree. We can gain the same
effect in our rename-free policy by prohibiting insertion of the corresponding signal node while curr exists; see Rule 81.
The resulting policy P i,dM,S generates all the trees generated by PM,S , as well as additional trees containing signal nodes.
In particular, P i,dM,S generates Thalt if and only if PM,S does. Therefore we have the following.
Theorem 7. The problem PGeni,d, the subset of PGen where the policy contains no rename rules, is undecidable.
5.6. Policies without delete
It is also possible to produce a delete-free policy that simulates a Turing machine. However, the absence of delete
operations means that the final tree must be no smaller than the largest configuration tree produced by the simulation,
which could be arbitrarily large. As a result, it is not possible to specify a target tree that would allow us to reduce the halting
problem to PGeni,r . If we limit the size of the tape, the size of the largest configuration tree is bounded and it is possible to
perform the reduction from the simpler halting problem for linear bounded automata (LBAs), a PSpace-complete problem
[25].
SupposeM is a linear bounded Turingmachine and S an input tape. It is possible to obtain a linear reduction in the number
of tape cells used by constructing a new machine with more tape symbols; and this transformation can be done in time
polynomial in |M| [25]. Hence we may without loss of generality assume thatM’s constant factor is 1; that is, it requires no
tape cells beyond the input. Thus any reachable configuration contains exactly the same number of cells as the input tape.
As with our rename-free policy, we can use Pstruct and Pinit unaltered; we can also carry over Pb→r , Pwrite, and Pcleanup
without changes, as they consist entirely of rename rules.
In P i,rbuild we make two changes to ensure uniformity of our tree, requiring that every cell node have an child labelled
curr, new, or inactive. The new Rule 90 allows us to insert an inactive child beneath each cell node we construct, other than
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the first (which will have a curr child). Furthermore, we replace Rule schema 29 with Rule schema 91, which requires these
inactive nodes to be present before we insert the tape symbol children of the same cells. As a result, Rule 30 allows us to
leave the build phase only when each cell node has a curr or inactive child
(+, insert, /tm[ph/build]/tape/cell//cell, inactive) (90)
(+, insert, /tm[ph/build]/tape(/cell)i−1[sym/∗]/cell[inactive]/sym, Si) (91)
In the subpolicy Pmove we first note that, becauseM requires no cells beyond the input tape, we can eliminate Rules 41–43,
which were responsible for extending the tape. Next, it is necessary to replace instances of Rule 37, which delete the curr
node. Instead of deleting this node, the policy will rename it to inactive (Rule schema 92). Wemust also modify instances of
Rules 40 and 44 so that we do not produce cells with both inactive and new children. Rather than inserting the new node,
we will rename the inactive node, resulting in Rule schemata 93 and 94:
(+, rename, /tm[ph/move-q-γ ][tape//new]/tape//curr, inactive) (92)
(+, rename, /tm[ph/move-q-γ ]/tape//cell[cell/curr]/inactive, new) (93)
(+, rename, /tm[ph/move-q-γ ]/tape//cell[curr]/cell[sym/∗]/inactive, new) (94)
Our resulting policy, then, cannot add a new curr, new, or inactive node after the build phase, but can only rename them.
Hence each cell will have exactly one such child at any point after the build phase. In fact, after thesemodifications, the only
node that can be inserted outside of the build phase is the finished node (Rule 32).
Finally, we must replace the sole remaining delete Rule 33 in subpolicy Prun, resulting in the new Rule 95:
(+, rename, /tm[finished]//∗, finished) (95)
Instead of deleting every node other than the finished node, this replacement rule renames them to finished. Therefore, if
M terminates on input S, it is possible to produce a tree with root tm andwith every other node labelled finished. Since only
the finished node can be inserted after the build phase, we know the shape of the final tree. It will be the tree T |S|fin obtained
by relabelling each non-root node in conftree(CM,S0 ) to finished, and adding one additional finished child of the root. This
tree has size linear in |S| and in fact only depends on |S|, not any other feature of the input tape, the Turing machine, or the
accepting computation. Furthermore, by a simple variant of Theorem 6, it is only possible to generate this tree ifM halts on
input S. This gives us our result:
Theorem 8. PGeni,r is PSpace-complete.
Proof. We have shown that, from an instance (M, S) of the halting problem for LBAs (HPLBA), we can in polynomial time
create an instance
(
P i,rM,S, T
|S|
fin
)
of PGeni,r; and that this instance is in PGeni,r if and only ifM halts on input S. This establishes
a reduction from HPLBA to PGeni,r . Since the former problem is PSpace-complete [25], the latter must be PSpace-hard.
Furthermore, we showed in Theorem 4 that this problem is in PSpace. Therefore, PGeni,r is PSpace-complete. 
6. Concluding remarks
We have shown that the most common forms of XML access control policies preclude certain kinds of analysis, because
their expressiveness makes PGen undecidable. This points to the need for less expressive, but still practical and flexible,
models of and languages for fine-grained access control of tree updates.
Restricting updates to only the insert operation (that is, using monotone policies) makes the tree generation problem
decidable, in polynomial time for positive policies and nondeterministic polynomial time for policies with negative rules.
Under such policies, the document can only grow: once a node is inserted, it is present in all future versions of the document,
regardless of what further operations are performed. This property may be useful in systems where preserving the history
of the document is important, and where space is relatively plentiful. However, the inability to remove portions of the
document within the access control systemmay present problemswhen datamust be deleted for reasons of confidentiality,
intellectual property, or inappropriateness. If the ability to delete nodes is required, simple rename-free policies (Section 3.3)
are also feasible to analyze. However, simple rules may prove too limited for many uses, as they cannot enforce constraints
on sibling nodes (for example “an itemmay be assigned a price only if it has an inventory number”). Furthermore, if negative
rules are required to represent the desired constraints on document production (for example, uniqueness constraints), the
problem might not be tractable; we have demonstrated only an NP algorithm for these cases. More research is required to
determine whether these problems are in fact NP-complete, polynomial, or somewhere between.
Other than monotone and simple rename-free policies, every subproblem of PGen that we has considered is NP-hard,
with some PSpace-hard and some undecidable; furthermore, there is evidence that the NP lower bound may not be tight
(Section 4.1). Hence other types of XPath-based policies, including all policies with rename rules, are likely to be intractable
to analyze, at least in the worst case. Future research is needed to determine whether our lower bounds are tight, andwhere
possible to develop algorithms for these subproblems.
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Our results show that when the mechanical analysis and verifiability of policies is important, and the policy languages
for which PGen is tractable are not sufficiently expressive, it may be necessary to abandon the path expression approach
altogether, and search for a different model of fine-grained access control of tree updates. Two proposedmodels that appear
promising and warrant further investigation include schema-based access control [17,18] and multi-level security of trees
[9].
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